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Equally the high software R&D dealer, Provectus IT is outstandingly skilful at turning every customer
correlation at a thriving one. Instead of than simply focusing on employee rise by way of labor
arbitrage, our corporation assemble on profitable with accelerated delivery of software then result
improvement.

Provectus IT realizes how to prioritize the customer's generally pressing requirement with transport
practical and useful decisions that will yield them a razor-sharp good profit. We are skilled taking
part in shiping centre with heavy projects in moment in time, in budget, after that at the mark.

Our company has five central focus of work:

*Enterprise Software

*Mobile Development

*Web Development

*Cloud Computing

*Smart TV

Enterprise Software

We provide a full range of services for developing enterprise software applications and information
management platforms to clients in a variety of industries. Regardless the size of your business, we
will deliver solutions that are designed with the capabilities and the information you need to make
your business more successful.

Mobile Development

Our core expertise is in delivering the state-of-the-art mobile applications and web experience to
ISVs, content providers, enterprises and digital agencies globally. Our B2B and B2C highly
interactive, creative and valuable products always exceed customer expectations.

Web Development

Provectus IT has a dedicated team specializing in design and development of innovative, user
friendly and graphically stunning websites. More so, with proliferation of smart mobile devices,
Provectus is a one-stop-shop for creating web and mobile-web applications. To keep our customers
ahead of the curve and to deliver the most innovative products, we use cutting edge technologies
and the most modern back-end frameworks and engines.

Cloud Computing

Today many of our clients move their existing software solutions to SAAS platforms. The SAAS
market is changing very fast. That is why we believe that it is really important to have dynamically
scalable and virtualized resources independent of our clients' specific platforms. Our skilled team
will first advise you on the best way of creating an SAAS solution and then design the architecture
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that uses cloud solutions to their full potential.

Smart TV

At the end of 2011 Provectus IT launched a new line of business focused on developing digital
content for various Smart TV platforms. The new line of services includes expertise from senior web
developers, usability and graphic design specialists, project managers and QA engineers.
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